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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON

uM 184s

In the Matter of REQUEST FOR
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF

FINAL SHORTLIST OF
BTDDERS rN 2017R REQUEST

FOR PROPOSALS

PACIFICORP d/b/a PACIFIC POWER

Application for Approval of 2017R Request for
Proposals.

I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance with the competitive bidding guidelines (Guidelines) adopted by the

Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission), PacifiCorp dlb/a Pacific Power requests

the Commission's acknowledgement of the company's final shortlist of bidders in

PacifiCorp's 2017R Request for Proposals (RFP).1

The 2017R RFP is designed to capture a time-limited resource opportunity arising

from the expiration of federal production tax credits @TCs) and to obtain for customers the

least-cost, least-risk resources identified in PacifiCorp's 2017 Integrated Resource Plan

(IRP).'? The Commission approved the 2017R RFP3 and PacifiCorp conducted the

solicitation process in accordance with the Commission's approval and with the

comprehensive oversight of two independent evaluators (IEs)-one retained by PacifiCorp

and appointed by the Commission and one retained by the Public Service Commission of

1 In the MaÍter of the Pub. Util. Comm'n of Or., InvesÍigation Regarding Competitive Bidding, Docket No. UM
I 1 82, Order No. l4-149 at l4 (Apr. 30,2014) (adopting mandatory acknowledgement of final shortlists to
"promote transparency in the utility procurement process").
2 The Commission voted to acknowledge20lT IRP at its December ll,2017,public meeting, and parties are

expecting a formal order.
3 In the Matter of PacifiCorp dba Pacific Power, Requestfor Proposals of an Independent Evaluator to Oversee

the Requestfor Proposal Processo Docket No. UM 1845, Order No. 17-345 (Sept. 14, 2017); In the Matter of
PacifiCorp dba Pacific Power, Requestfor Proposals ofan Independent Evaluaîor to Oversee the Requeslfor
Proposal Process, DocketNo. UM 1845, OrderNo. 17-367 (5ept.27,2017).
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Utah (Utah Commission). The solicitation process complied with the Guidelines and was

transparent and fair to all bidders.

The Commission-approved 2017R RFP produced a robust market response that

resulted in a final shortlist consisting of four projects: (l) the TB Flats I & II project

providing 500 MW of capacity in Carbon and Albany Counties, Wyoming; (2) the Cedar

Springs project providing 400 MW of capacity in Converse County, Wyoming; (3) the Ekola

Flats project providing 250 MW of capacity in Carbon County, Wyoming; and (4) the Uinta

project providing l6l MW of capacity in Uinta County, Wyoming. Together, these least-

cost, least-risk projects will provide 1,31 1 MW of zero-fuel cost, emission-free generation to

serve PacifiCorp's customers. Approximately 1,150 MW ofthis capacity (TB Flats I & II,

Cedar Springs, and Ekola Flats) is located within the transmission-constrained area of

PacifiCorp's transmission system in eastern Wyoming and is enabled by the Aeolus-to-

Bridger/Anticline transmission line. The remaining 161 MW of capacity (Uinta) is located in

western Wyoming.

PacifiCorp selected the final-shortlist projects after performing detailed and

comprehensive economic analysis of all bids received. Using the same models and

methodology used inthe2017IRP, PacifiCorp determined the optimum combination of bids

to maximize customer benefits. Extensive modeling confirms that the final shortlist

resources meet both near-term and long-term resource needs and are the least-cost, least-risk

path available to serve PacifiCorp's customers. PacifiCorp's risk assessment further

demonstrates that the final-shortlist resources provide substantial customer benefits across

nearly every natural gas and carbon dioxide lCOz) price scenario (price-policy scenarios)

studied. Indeed, the 2017R RFP results demonstrate increased customer benefits from the
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new wind resources, in combination with construction of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline

500-kV transmission line and associated infrastructure (transmission project).a

Assuming nominal pass through of PTC benefits to customers, the present value of

customer net benefits range from $333 million to 5405 million through 2036, which aligns

with the 2Ù-year 2017 IRP planning horizon, under the medium natural gas, medium COz

price-policy scenario (up from $85 million to $l I I million).5 These results reflect the change

in system costs between two simulations-one with and one without final-shortlist resources

and the transmission project-where revenue requirement from all capital is levelized,

consistent with the treatment of capital costs in the 20l7IRP.

Under the medium natural gas, medium COz price-policy scenario, the present value

of customer net benefits is $196 million through 2050 (up from $137 million).6 These results

are based on the same simulations used to calculate customer net benefits through 2036;

however, capital costs for the final-shortlist resources and transmission project are converted

to nominal costs and system benefits are extrapolated to 2050, aligning with the assumed life

of the proposed new wind resources.

Despite a reduction in PTC benefits associated with changes in tax law, the costs of

final-shortlist bids are significantly lower that what was assumed in PacifiCorp's original

economic analysis contributing to increased net customer benefits.

PacifiCorp's sensitivity analysis shows that the substantial benefits of the new wind

projects persist when paired with PacifiCorp's wind repowering project and are not displaced

a The transmission project includes a new 140-mile, 500-kV transmission line and associated infrastructure
running from the new Aeolus substation near Medicine Bow, Wyoming, to a new annex substation,
Bridger/Anticline, which will be located near the existing Jim Bridger substation.
s In the Matter of PacffiCorp d/b/a Pacific Power,2017 Integrated Resource P/an, DocketNo.LC67,2017
Integrated Resource Plan Energy Vision 2020 Update at 23 (July 28,2017)
6 Id. at 4.
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when considering the potential procurement of solar bids submitted into the on-going RFP

for solar resources (20175 RFP).

PacifiCorp's economic analysis, described in more detail below, demonstrates that the

final shortlist of resources is reasonable according to the information available today. Thus,

the Commission should acknowledge the 2017R RFP final shortlist.T

In accordance with Guideline I l, PacifiCorp has concurrently filed Bates White,

LLC's (the Oregon IE) Final Report on PacifiCorp's 2017R Request for Proposals (Final

Report).8 The IE recommends that the Commission acknowledge the hnal shortlist as

presented, based on the following conclusions:

e The responses to the 2017Pt RFP were robust.

o The selected bids represent the top offers that are viable under current transmission
planning assumptions and provide the greatest benefit to customers.

¡ The IE confirmed that the selected bids were reasonably priced based on its
independent analysis, which included the creation of its own cost models for each bid
option, a review of PacifiCorp's models, and a review of the terms and conditions of
each bid.

The IE took special care when reviewing PacifiCorp's benchmark bids by
independently confirming the accuracy of costs and scoring, and noting that the
benchmark bids were disciplined by the fact that a third-party bidder submitted a
competing offer for each project.

a

a PacifiCorp was transparent in their discussions with the IE and provided all requested
information within a reasonable timeframe.

7 In the Matter of the Pub. Iltí\. Comm'n of Or., Internal Operating Guidelines, Docket No. UM I 709, Order
No. l4-358, Appendix A at'16 (Oct. 17,2014) (acknowledgement is a determination that a final shortlist "seems
reasonable, based on the information provided to the Commission at that time.").
8 The IE's Final Report includes highly confidential bid information. Concurrent with this filing, PacifiCorp is
also filing a Motion for a Modified Protective Order that addresses the protection of the highly commercially
sensitive bid information, and related analysis. Pending the issuance of a Modified Protective Order, the
company has filed a redacted version ofthe Final Report that does not include the highly confidential
information. The Final Report does, however, still include confidential information and is therefore provided
subject to the provisions ofthe Protective Order issued in this docket.
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il. COMMISSION APPROVAL OF 2017R RFP

On June 1,2017, PacifiCorp filed its Application requesting approval of the 2017R

RFP, which was initially a solicitation process for up to approximately I ,270MW of new

wind resources capable of interconnecting to, and/or delivering energy and capacity across,

PacifiCorp's transmission system in Wyoming. The 20I7RRFP was designed to capture a

time-limited resource opportunity arising from the expiration of federal PTCs. The proposed

wind resources are being procured in conjunction with the transmission project, which is

necessary to relieve existing congestion and will enable interconnection of the proposed wind

resources into PacifiCorpos transmission system. The proposed wind projects, when

combined with the transmission project, will meet a near-term and long-term resource need

and are expected to provide economic benefits for PacifiCorp's customers. With aligned

implementation schedules, the new wind resources and transmission project will achieve

commercial operation by the end of 2020, to ensure the new wind resources can qualify for

the fullvalue of PTCs.

In its Application, PacifiCorp asked the Commission to: (1) open a docket for

approval of the 2017R RFP; and (2) appoint an IE to oversee the RFP process. On July 20,

2017,the Commission adopted the recommendation to appoint Bates White,LLC as the IE to

oversee the 2017R RFP.e On August 4,2017, PacifiCorp filed its draft 2017R RFP and

requested that the Commission solicit comments on and approve the final draft 2017R RFP.

Following submission of comments by the IE, the Staff of the Public Utility

Commission of Oregon (Staff), and stakeholders, the Commission conditionally approved the

2017R RFP on September 14,2017, in OrderNo. l7-345. The Commission conditioned its

e In the Matter of PacifiCorp dba Pacific Power, Requestfor Proposals of an Independent Evaluator to Oversee
the Requestfor Proposal Process, DocketNo. UM 1845, OrderNo. l7-279 (Jul.20,2017).
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approval of the 20I7RRFP on PacifiCorp receiving acknowledgement of its 2017 IRP,

which was undergoing review at the time the application for RFP approval was filed.'0 The

Commission also directed the IE to monitor benchmark bid terms to ensure that all bids were

fairly evaluated, and further required PacifiCorp to adopt the following changes to its draft

2017R RFP:

1. Expand the RFP project eligibility to include repowering projects;

2. Reduce the security requirements, in negotiation with bidders, as developers meet

milestones in the RFP process;

3. Clarify that both benchmark and market bids are responsible for bidder fees,

including success fees assigned to final shortlist bids;

4. Adjust several power-purchase agreement (PPA) terms including lowering the

PPA availability guarantee, allowing for liquidated damages, and establishing an

exemption from providing two years of wind data for bidders with less than the

full two years;

5. Increase the materiality threshold for litigation-based exclusion from the RFP to

$5 million and providing for IE scrutiny of the fairness of any exclusions due to

threatened versus active litigation. 1'

The Commission also directed PacifiCorp to report back following the Utah

Commission's action on the 2017R RFP to allow the Commission to take further action, as

necessary.

ro Order No. l7-345 at 2-3
11 Id. at3-4.
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The Utah Commission approved the 2017R RFP on September 22,2017.t2 In

response, on September 27,2017, the Commission issued Order No. l7-367, which imposed

one additional condition on the 2017R RFP and four additional modifications.13 The

additional condition related to PacifìCorp's initial proposal to limit the RFP to wind

resources capable of interconnecting or delivering on a firm basis to PacifiCorp's

transmission system in Wyoming. During the RFP approval process, stakeholders and

Merrimack Energy Group, Inc. (the Utah IE) encouraged PacifiCorp to broaden the 2017R

RFP to allow bids for projects outside Wyoming. In light of these suggestions, the 2017R

RFP was expanded to non-Wyoming wind projects, where those projects are capable of

interconnecting or delivering on a firm basis to anywhere on PacifiCorp's transmission

system. In Order No. l7-367, the Commission conditioned its approval of the 2017F. RFP on

the requirement that PacifiCorp and the IE resolve how to fairly score bids with different

transmission requirements (i.e., Wyoming wind and non-Wyoming wind) before issuing the

solicitation.ra

The Commission's additional modifications set forth in OrderNo. l7-367 were

intended to align its approval with the Utah Commission's. Thus, the Commission also

required that the 2017R RFP allow bids from non-Wyoming resources (discussed above),

add an additional PPA option, clarify that bidders may provide comments on the pro-forma

agreements (rather than just providing redlines), and clarify that the litigation clause excludes

state commission complaints.' 5

12 Application of Rocþ MounÍain Potuerfor Approval of Solicitation Processfor Wind Resources, Utah PSC

Docket No. 17-035-23, Order Approving RFP with Suggested Modification (5ept.22,2017) (hereinafter "Utah
Commission RFP Approval Order").
13 Order No. 17-367 at l.
t4 Id.
ts Id.
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PacifiCorp agreed to the modifications required by the Commission in Orders Nos.

17-345 and 17-367 and issued the 2017R RFP on September 27,2017 . Before issuing the

20I7F.RFP, PacifiCorp also met the Commission's condition related to transmission scoring

when the company and the IE established uniform scoring for non-Wyoming wind capable of

interconnecting to or delivering on a firm basis anywhere in PacifiCorp's transmission

system. After issuing the 2017R RFP, PacifiCorp satisfied the Commission's second

condition when the Commission voted to acknowledge the 20l7IRP on December 11,

2017.t6

UI. 2017R RFP SELECTION PROCESS AND RESULTS

The 2017R RFP was well received by the market, prompting Wyoming wind

proposals from nine bidders offering 49bid alternatives for 13 wind projects. PacifiCorp

also received non-Wyoming wind proposals from five bidders offering l5 bid alternatives for

six wind projects. In aggregate,5,279 MW of new wind resource capacity was bid into the

2017R F.FP (4,624 MW of Wyoming wind and 595 MW of non-Wyoming wind).

A. Exclusion of Non-Conforming Bids from Consideration

As an initial step, PacifiCorp reviewed all bids and excluded from consideration those

that failed to conform to the 2017R RFP's eligibility requirements. Four bids totalin g 570

MW were deemed non-conforming. The IE then reviewed those bids that were disqualified

as non-conforming and agreed that they did not meet the minimum eligibility criteria.

B. Initial Shortlist Selection Process and Tax Reform Update

On November 12,2017, PacifiCorp completed its initial shortlist evaluation and

scoring of the bids and began a capacity factor evaluation process (performed by Sapere

16 Public Utility Commission of Oregon, Open Public Meeting of Dec. 11,2017 (formal order forthcoming).
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Consulting). The IE and the Utah IE completed their review of the initial shortlist on

November 17,2017. Both IEs were in agreement on PacifiCorp's selection of the initial

shortlist of projects. Due to the competitive nature of the proposals and the small differences

in the nominal levelized net benefits between proposals, a majority of the bids and bid

variants submitted were selected to the initial shortlist. The initial shortlist also contained a

mix of PPAs, build-transfer agreements (BTAs) and combined PPA/BTA proposals. The

Wyoming initial shortlist contained I I projects including the four benchmark bids totaling

3,346 MWs. The non-Wyoming initial shortlist contained three projects totaling 406 MW.'?

Once the IEs had completed their revieq PacifiCorp notified bidders whether their proposed

projects had been selected and provided an opportunity for these bidders to update pricing.

On November 22,2017, PacifiCorp received best-and-final pricing for bids selected

to the initial shortlist. On November 16,2017, shortly before best-and-final pricing was

received, the U.S. House of Representatives passed H.R. l, which included changes in

federal tax law. On December2,2017, the U.S. Senate passed its own version of a tax-

reform bill, setting the stage for a conference committee to reconcile differences between the

two bills. Because the proposed law could reasonably be expected to affect bid pricing, on

December 7,2017, PacifiCorp notified bidders that it would request updated pricing to

reflect potential federal tax law changes once the reconciliation process initiated by Congress

was completed.

On December 15,2077, the congressional conference committee approved its report

on H.R. 1 . On December 18,2017 , PacifiCorp notified bidders that they must submit

updated best-and-final pricing reflecting federal tax provisions outlined in the conference

r7 One Wyoming bid totaling l6l MV/ was included as a non-Wyoming bid because its location in southwest
Wyoming is not affected by the Wyoming transmission constraint.
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committee's report on H.R. I by December 21,2017.18 The updated best-and-final pricing

received on December 21,20170 was then used to establish the 2017R RFP final shortlist.

C. Final Shortlist Selection Process

Consistent with the bid evaluation and selection process outlined in the 2017R RFP,

the final shortlist selection process was implemented in two basic phases-the portfolio-

development phase and the scenario-risk phase.

1. Price-Policy Scenario Assumptions

Before initiating the final shortlist selection process, PacifiCorp established nine

price-policy scenarios that pair three natural gas price forecasts (low, medium, and high) with

three COz price forecasts (zero, medium, and high). The medium natural gas prices were

derived from PacifiCorp's December 2017 offtcial forward price curve. The low and high

natural gas price assumptions and the medium and high COz price assumptions are based on

assumptions adopted by third-party experts. Figure 1 shows the natural gas price assumptions

used in the final shortlist selection process and Figure 2 shows the COz price assumptions

used in the final shortlist selection process.

l8 Congress passed H.R. 1 on December 20,2017 . The bill became law on December 22,2017 when it was
signed by President Trump.
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2. Portfolio-Development Phase

The portfolio-development phase identifred the least-cost combination of bids using a

methodology consistent with the approach used to produce resource portfolios in

PacifiCorp's 2017 IRP. First, the best-and-final pricing for each bid was processed to

develop inputs to the System Optimizer (SO) model and Planning and Risk model (PaR).

Second, the SO model was used to develop bid portfolios containing the least-cost
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combination of bids over a twenty-year planning horizon (2017 through 2036). The SO

model pulled from all of the bids and bid alternatives included in the initial shortlist, as well

as from all other proxy-resource alternatives used to develop resource portfolios in

PacifiCorp's 2017 IRP (e.g., front-office transactions or ooFOTso" demand-side management

resources, etc.). PacifrCorp did not force the SO model to select any bid or any combination

of bids.

PacifiCorp developed bid portfolios for nine price-policy scenarios, developed by

pairing three natural-gas price forecasts with three COz price forecasts. For each of these

price-policy scenarios, PacifiCorp calculated the present-value revenue-requirement

differential (PVRR(d) between two system simulations-one that included the 2017R RFP

bids and associated transmission projects, and one without. The PVRR(d) thus yielded the

relative cost or cost savings from the proposed new wind and transmission project among the

nine price-policy scenarios, as compared to no action.

3. Scenario-Risk Phase

The scenario-risk phase of the bid-evaluation process ensured that the two top-

performing bid portfolios identified in the portfolio-development phase of the selection

process were analyzed among all nine price-policy scenarios. For instance, one of the bid

portfolios identified in the portfolio-development phase included a consistent set of bids

selected by the SO model in five of the nine price-policy scenarios. The second bid portfolio,

which included the same bids that were in the first bid portfolio plus an additional bid, was

selected by the SO model in the other four price-policy scenarios. In the scenario-risk phase

of the bid-selection process, the first bid portfolio was analyzed in the four price-policy

scenarios where it was not selected as the least-cost bid portfolio. Similarly, the second bid
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portfolio was analyzed in the five price-policy scenarios where it was not selected as the

least-cost bid portfolio.

As in the portfolio-development phase, these studies were performed using the SO

model and PaR. The outputs from these studies were used to calculate the PVRR(d) between

two system simulations-one that included the 2017R RFP bids and associated transmission

projects, and one without. PacifiCorp then used the PVRR(d) results to initially identify the

least-cost, least-risk bid portfolio.

4. Portfolio Updates and Corrections

These initial results were then updated to reflect two issues identified during ongoing

due-diligence review. First, PacifiCorp discovered that capacity factor adjustments applied

to two bids proposed by were only partially captured in the SO

model and PaR simulations. Second, it was discovered that redline edits made UtI

to the 2017R pro-forma BTA had struck language specifying that the

bidder would be responsible for applicable sales taxes. PacifiCorp's evaluation of these bids

had not accounted for any incremental cost for sales tax.

subsequently confirmed that its price proposals did not include sales tax.

Pacif,rCorp therefore (1) conected the net-capacity-factor inputs for thf

projects and (2) included the estimated cost of sales tax for the

BTA bids. Once these corrections were made, PacifiCorp

reran the SO model portfolio-development studies for two price-policy scenarios-one

pairing low natural gas prices with zero COz prices and one pairing medium natural gas

prices with medium COzprices. These comections resulted in one ofl

BTA bids-originally included in the initial least-cost, least-risk bid

portfolio-being replaced with another bid. Specifically,
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the

BTA bid for the was replaced with for

PacifiCorp then refreshed the economic analysis for all nine price-policy scenarios

using the SO model and PaR simulations to reflect the updated bid portfolio, as well as the

corrected cost and performance inputs.

5. IE Sensitivity Analysis

In addition to the above analysis, PacifiCorp conducted an additional sensitivity

analysis at the request of the IE, which analyzed the impact of levelizing federal PTC inputs

(lE sensitivity). Pacifi Corp's bid-selection modeling reflected nominal-rather than

levelized-federal PTC inputs, consistent with how PTC benefits flow into customer rates.

By levelizing the federal PTC benefits, the IE sensitivity resulted in two BTA bids and a

benchmark bid being replaced with two PPA bids in the bid portfolio. This portfolio also

produced higher nominal costs when compared to the economíc analysis of the 2017R RFP

final shortlist.

While the IE sensitivity showed a change in the bid portfolio, this result was based on

federal PTC inputs that are inconsistent with how PTC benefits will be treated in customer

rates. The bid portfolio in the IE sensitivity also yielded lower customer benefits than the bid

portfolio reflected in the 2017R RFP final shortlist. As a result, PacifiCorp did not adjust its

2017R final shortlist in response to the IE sensitivity analysis.

6. Updated Portfolio-Development Studies

PacifiCorp subsequently completed updated portfolio-development studies to account

for the interconnection requirements of each project, some of which were recently updated in

an interconnection-restudy process performed by PacifiCorp's transmission function.

PacifiCorp could not incorporate these interconnection requirements until this stage in the bid
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evaluation process because it agreed to remove a requirement that bidders submit a

completed interconnection system-impact study (SIS) in response to recommendations from

the Utah IE, as supported by other parties inthe 2017R RFP approval process in Utah Docket

17-035-23. While the removal of the interconnection SIS requirement meant that PacifiCorp

could not fully evaluate the relative interconnection requirements of the bids early in the

2017R RFP process, it had the benefit of broadening market participation in the 2017R RFP

because bidders could participate without regard to their interconnection queue position,

which enhanced competition and provided an incentive for bidders to offer low-cost

proposals. Had the requirement that bidders have an interconnection SIS been retained, the

pool of eligible bidders would have been limited based on the then-current snapshot of the

interconnection queue-a queue that can change over time as generator-interconnection

customers change project details, request commercial operation date extensions or

suspensions, or even withdraw from the queue altogether.

With regard to the recent interconnection-restudy process, after the Company

announced its plan to construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline D.2 segment to come online

by 2020, PacifiCorp's transmission function initiated an interconnection restudy process to

ensure its interconnection studies reflected the most current long-term transmission plan

assumptions. In accordance with its open access transmission tariff (OATT), PacifiCorp's

transmission function performed restudies of the interconnection requests in its

interconnection queue in serial queue order, and without regard to whether a generation

project participated inthe2017R RFP, to determine if the acceleration of Energy Gateway

segment D.2 would impact the cost or timing of interconnection of projects that had not yet
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executed interconnection agreements and that had previous studies depending on Energy

Gateway West in its entirety.

With respect to projects located in the constrained area of PacifiCorp's transmission

system in eastern Wyoming, PacifiCorp's transmission function performed restudies through

the point in the interconnection queue where additional segments of the Energy Gateway

project beyond just the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline D.2 segment would be required to

interconnect. PacifiCorp transmission posted the restudied SISs on PacifiCorp's open access

same-time information system (OASIS) on January 29,2018, as well as certain updated

restudied SISs on February 9,2018.

The interconnection-restudy process confirmedthat20lTR RFP bids located in

eastern Wyoming with an interconnection-queue position greater thanQ0712 trigger the need

for Energy Gateway South, which is not planned to be place in service by the end of 2020.

Consequently, any bid proposing a project in the constrained area of PacifiCorp's

transmission system with an interconnection-queue position greater than Q0712 cannot

receive interconnection service and achieve commercial operation by the end of 2020 as

required in the 2017R RFP.

The interconnection-restudy process also showed that the Aeolus-to-

Bridger/Anticline transmission line will enable interconnection of up to 1,510 MW of new

wind capacity within the constrained area of PacifiCorp's transmission system in eastern

Wyoming. This is up from the 1,270 MW assumed in the original portfolio-development

studies described above. However, to honor an executed interconnection agreement with a

240 MW qualifying facility (QF) project in the area,PacifrCorp must reserve sufficient

interconnection capacity for this QF's interconnection. After setting aside interconnection
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capacity for this interconnection customer, the interconnection-restudy process shows that

the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line can enable interconnection of up to 1,270

MW. This is up from the 1,030 MW assumed in the original portfolio development studies

described above.

To account for the interconnection-restudy results, PacifiCorp developed updated

portfolio-development studies that eliminated bids located in the constrained area of

PacifiCorp's transmission system in eastern Wyoming that have an interconnection-queue

position greater thanQ0712, which included elimination of the company's McFadden Ridge

II benchmark bid. PacifiCorp also configured the SO model to select upto 1,270 MW of bids

located in this area of PacifiCorp's transmission system. The updated portfolio-development

studies were developed under two price-policy scenarios-low natural gas, zero COz and

medium natural gas, medium COz. The company also updated bid-cost assumptions to align

interconnection network upgrade costs with those identified in the SISs posted on

PacifiCorp's OASIS. Finally, PacifiCorp updated sales-tax estimates for all bids submitted

utE-replacing the company's sales-tax estimates assumed in

the original portfolio-development studies with sales-tax costs supplied by the bidder.

With these changes, the SO model selected the same four bids in the least-cost bid

portfolio in both price-policy scenarios. Because the same portfolio of bids was selected in

both price-policy scenarios, additional scenario-risk analysis of alternative bid portfolios was

not completed. However, PacifiCorp did perform an updated economic analysis of this bid

portfolio among all nine price-policy scenarios using the SO model and PaR.

7. Updated IE Sensitivity Analysis

Upon informing the IE of the updated portfolio-development analysis, the IE

requested a sensitivity to assess how projected net benefits from the updated least-cost bid
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portfolio would be affected

The IE requested that this sensitivity be

developed using the SO model with medium natural gas, medium COz price-policy scenario

assumptions.

The PVRR(d) based on SO model results through 2036 under the updated IE

sensitivity showed a S25 million reduction in net customer benefits i

The

IE sensitivity also showed customer costs would increase over both the near term and long

term

. PacifiCorp did not change its 2017R RFP final shortlist based

on this updated IE sensitivity.

D. Final-ShortlistProjects

Based on the foregoing analysis, the 2017R RFP final shortlist includes four new

wind projects located in Wyoming from three different bidders. The total capacity of the

four projects is 1,31 1 MW. The projects included in the final shortlist are summarized in

Table 1. Approximately 1,150 MW of this capacity (TB Flats I & II, Cedar Springs, and

Ekola Flats) is located within the transmission-constrained area of PacifiCorp's transmission

system in eastern Wyoming and is enabled by the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission

line. The remaining l6l MW of capacity (Uinta) is located in western Wyoming.
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Table 1: 2017R RFP Final Shortlist Projects

Project Name (Bidder) Location Capacity (MW)

TB Flats I & II (PacifiCorp)
Carbon & Albany Counties,

WY 500

Cedar Springs (NextEra
Energy Acquisitions)

Converse County, WY 400

Ekola Flats (PacifiCorp) Carbon County, WY 250

Uinta (Invenergy Wind
Development)

Uinta County, WY I 6 1

The TB Flats I and II and Ekola Flats projects are PacifiCorp-benchmark resources

that will be developed under engineer, procure, and construction (EPC) agreements. The

Uinta project is being developed by Invenergy Wind Development under a BTA. The Cedar

Springs project is being developed by NextEra Energy Acquisitions as a 50-percent BTA and

a 5O-percent PPA. In total, the final shortlist includes 361 MW that will be developed under

BTAs, 750 MW of benchmark capacity that will be developed under EPC agreements, and

200 MW that will deliver energy and capacity under a PPA.

The total in-service capital cost for final-shortlist resources is $1.46 billion.

Considering that the total owned-wind capacity for the final-shortlist resources totals 1,1 I I

MW, up from just over 860 MW as assumed in PacifiCorp's Energy Vision 2020 2017 IRP

Update filed with the Commission in July 2017 (2017IRP Energy Vision 2020Update), the

per-unit capital cost for the frnal shoftlist is down approximately l8 percent from $1,590/kW

to S1,310/kW.

In addition toîhese capital costs, the PPA price that will be paid to NextEra Energy

Acquisitions for 50 percent of the output from the Cedar Springs project is expected to add

approximately to total-system net-power cost (NPC)

. These costs are significantly lower than the proxy
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PPA costs that were based off of certain QF projects that were included in the 2017 IRP

Energy Vision 2020Update analysis, which were assumed to add

to total-system NPC beginning 2022, risingto

by the end of 2041. This proxy QF project, whose interconnection agreement requires

interconnection facilities beyond the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line assumed

to be built in2024, is no longer included in PacifiCorp's economic analysis of the proposed

new wind and transmission project.

In aggregate, the final shortlist bids are expected to operate at a capacitv-weighted

average annual capacity factor of 39.4 percent. This is down slightly from the 41.3 percent

average annual capacity factor assumed in the 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Update.

The in-service cost for network upgrades required to interconnect the final-shortlist

resources total , and the cost to build the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline

transmission line remains at

E. Economic Analysis

Table 2 summarizes the PVRR(d) results for each price-policy scenario alongside the

same results summarized in the 2017IRP Energy Vision 2020Update. The PVRR(d)

between cases with and without the final-shortlist resources and transmission project are

shown for the SO model and PaR, which was used to calculate both the stochastic-mean

PVRR(d) and the risk-adjusted PVRR(d).
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Table 2: Updated SO Model and PaR PVRR(d)
(Benefit)/Cost of the Combined Projects ($ million)

Over a 2Ù-year period, the fìnal-shortlist resources and transmission project reduce

customer costs in all nine price-policy scenarios. This outcome is consistent in both the SO

model and PaR results. Under the central price-policy scenario, when applying medium

natural gas, medium COz price-policy assumptions, the PVRR(d) net benefits range between

$333 million (up from $l I I million), when derived from PaR stochastic-mean results, and

$405 million (up from $85 million), when derived from SO model results. The increase in

net benefits relative to those reported in the 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Update is driven

by the increased level of lower-cost new wind resources. The PVRR(d) results presented in

Table 2 do not reflect the potential value of renewable-energy credits (RECs) that will be
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Price-Policy Scenario

2017R RFP Final Shortlist
2017IRP Energy Vision 2020

Update

SO Model
PvRR(d)

PaR
Stochastic

Mean
PvRR(d)

PaR Risk-
Adjusted
PVRR(d)

SO Model
PVRR(d)

PaR
Stochastic

Mean
PVRR(d)

PaR Risk-
Adjusted
PVRR(d)

Low Gas, Zero CO2 ($l8s) ($126) ($ I 32) $121 s77 574

Low Gas, Medium CO2 (s208) ($1ss) ($164) $73 $32 s26

Low Gas, High CO2 ($370) ($313) (s33 l) (s84) ($1 33) ($147)

Medium Gas,ZeroCO2 (s377) ($2es) ($3 1 o) ($le) ($s7) ($66)

Medium Gas, Medium CO2 ($4os) ($333) ($362) ($8s) ($l1l) ($124)

Medium Gas, High CO2 ($48e) (s424) ($44s) ($1s6) (s224) (s242)

High Gas, Zero CO2 ($6ee) (ss45) (ss72) ($304) ($260) ($zso;

High Gas, Medium CO2 ($7 I 6) ($s7e) ($6oe) ($3 1 8) (s272) ($2e3)

High Gas, High CO2 (s781) ($671) ($70s) (s3e6) ($4oe¡ ($437)



generated by the incremental energy output from the fìnal-shortlist projects. Accounting for

the performance estimates from the final-shortlist projects, customer benefits for all price-

policy scenarios would improve by approximately $34 million (up from $26 million as

reported inthe 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Update) for every dollar assigned to the

incremental RECs that will be generated from the winning bids through2036.

There is further upside to the PVRR(d) results reported in Table 2 associated with the

potential for reduced operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. Projects with large wind

turbines are expected to require less O&M costs because there are fewer turbines on a given

site. The default O&M assumptions applied to BTA and benchmark-EPC bids in the

economic analysis of final-shortlist resources were based on PacifiCorp's experience in

operating and maintaining the existing fleet of owned-wind facilities, and do not reflect

expected cost savings associated with operating and maintaining wind facilities proposing to

use larger wind turbines. Three of the final-shortlist resources-Invenergy Wind

Development's Uinta project, PacifiCorp's TB Flats I & II project, and PacifiCorp's Ekola

Flats project-will use larger equipment for a portion of the wind turbines at each facility. If

the O&M cost elements applicable to the larger-turbine equipment are reducedby 42 percent,

which is equivalent to an approximately 18-percent reduction in total O&M costs, beyond the

proposed O&M agreement period, customer benefits calculated through 2036 for all price-

policy scenarios would improve by approximately $19 million.

Beyond the REC revenue and O&M cost savings upside, there is additional upside to

the results not captured in the PVRR(d) results reported in Table 2.The COz price

assumptions used in the economic analysis were inadvertently modeled in2012 real dollars
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instead of nominal dollars. Consequently, the PVRR(d) net benefits in the six price-policy

scenarios that use medium and high COz price assumptions are conservative.

Table 3 summarizes the updated PVRR(d) results for each price-policy scenario

calculated off of the change in annualnominalrevenue requirement through 2050 alongside

the same results summarized in the 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Update. These results are

based on the same model simulations used to generate the PVRR(d) results summarized

above; however, capital costs for the final-shortlist resources and transmission project are

convefted to nominal costs and system benefits are extrapolated to 2050, aligning with the

assumed life of the proposed new wind resources.

Table 3: Updated Nominal Revenue Requirement PVRR(d)
(Benefït)/Cost of the Combined Projects ($ million)

Price-Policy Scenario

2OI7R RF'P
Final

Shortlist

2017IRP
Energy

Vision 2020
Update

Low Gas, Zero CO2 s l5s $1 74

Low Gas, Medium CO2 $e8 $93

Low Gas, High CO2 (s I 76) ($ 1 e+;

Medium Gas,Zero CO2 (s 121) ($s3)

Medium Gas, Medium CO2 ($ I e6) ($137)

Medium Gas, High CO2 ($333) ($317)

High Gas, Zero CO2 (s477) ($341)

High Gas, Medium CO2 (ss28) ($351)

High Gas, High CO2 ($60+¡ ($ses)
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When system costs and benefits from the final-shortlist resources and transmission

project are extended out through2050, covering the fulldepreciable life of the owned-wind

projects included in the 2017R RFP final shortlist, the proposed investments reduce customer

costs in seven out of nine price-policy scenarios. Customer net benefits range from $121

million in the medium natural-gas,zeÍo COz price-policy scenario (up from $53 million) to

$664 million in the high natural gas, high COz price-policy scenario (up from $595 million).

Under the central price-policy scenario, when applying medium natural gas, medium CO2

price-policy assumptions, the PVRR(d) net benefits of the final-shortlist resources and

transmission project are $196 million (up from S137 million). The final-shortlist resources

and transmission project provide significant customer benefits in all price-policy scenarios,

and the net benefits are unfavorable only when low natural-gas prices are paired with zero or

medium COz prices. These results continue to show that upside benefits far outweigh

downside risks.

The PVRR(d) results presented in Table 3 do not reflect the potential value of RECs

generated by the incremental energy output from the final-shortlist resources. Accounting for

the performance estimates from the updated final-shortlist projects, customer benefits for all

price-policy scenarios would improve by approximately $43 million (up from $34 million as

reported inthe 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Updafe) for every dollar assigned to the

incremental RECs that will be generated from the winning bids through 2050.

As noted earlier, PacifrCorp anticipates O&M costs for those projects that will install

larger-turbine equipment to be lower than what has been reflected in the updated economic

analysis. Accounting for these cost savings, customer benefits for all price-policy scenarios

would improve by approximately $31 million when calculated from projected operating costs
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through 2050. Also noted earlier, COz price assumptions used in the economic analysis were

inadvertently modeled in2012 real dollars instead of nominal dollars. Consequently, the

PVRR(d) net benefits in the six price-policy scenarios that use medium and high COz price

assumptions are conservative.

Figure 3 shows the updated change in nominal revenue requirement due to the final-

shortlist resources and transmission project for the medium natural gas, medium COz price-

policy scenario on a total-system basis. These results are shown alongside the same results

from the 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020Update. The change in nominal revenue requirement

shown in the figure reflects project costs, including capital revenue requirement (i.e.,

depreciation, return, income taxes, and property taxes), O&M expenses, the Wyoming wind-

production tax, and PTCs. The project costs are netted against system impacts from the final-

shortlist resources and transmission project, reflecting the change in NPC, emissions, non-

NPC variable costso and system fixed costs that are affected by, but not directly associated

with, the final-shortlist resources and transmission project.

Figure 3: Total-System Change in Annual Revenue Requirement

Due to Final-Shortlist Resources and the Transmission Project
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The data shown in this figure have the same basic profile as the data from the

economic analysis summarized in the 2017 IRP Energy Vision 2020 Update. Despite a

reduction in PTC benefits associated with changes in federal tax law, the reduced costs from

winning bids from the 2017R RFP continue to generate substantial near-term customer

benefits and continue to contribute to customer benefits over the long term. The Combined

Projects produce net benefits in23 years out of the 30 years that the proposed owned-wind

resources selected to the 2017R RFP final shortlist are assumed to operate.

To ensure that the final shortlist projects will be in a position to provide these benefits

to customers, PacifiCorp reviewed each project's place in the interconnection queue and how

each project will qualify for federal PTCs. All of the final shortlist projects have

demonstrated they have site control, have reasonable permitting timelines that will allow the

projects to be placed in service by the end of 2020, and have initiated collection of avian

data. All of the projects will qualify for the full value of PTCs by having secured safe-harbor

equipment and by meeting continuity-of-construction requirements, and by coming online by

the end of2020.

F. Solar RFP Sensitivity

In conjunction with the 2017R RFP, PacifiCorp simultaneously conducted the 20175

RFP for solar resources. The 20175 RFP was prompted by the Utah Commission, which

suggested, but did not require, a modification to expand the 2017R RFP to solicit solar

resource bids.'e In order to maintain the 2017R RFP schedule while addressing the Utah

Commission's suggestion, PacifiCorp issued a separate solicitation process for solar

resources on November 15,2017. The 20175 RFP sought bids for solar resources up to

re Utah Commission RFP Approval Order.
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300 MW per individual project capable of delivering energy and capacity to PacifiCorp's

transmission system. For the 20175 RFP, PacifiCorp retained London Economics

International,LLC to serve as the IE (Solar Rf'P IE) to oversee the solicitation process.

The 20175 RFP schedule allowed PacifiCorp to: (1) evaluate how solar resource bids

might impact the economic analysis of bids selected to the final shortlist in the 2017R RFP,

without delaying the schedule for the 2017R RFP; and (2) explore whether new solar

resource opportunities might provide all-in economic benefits for customers.

The initial shortlist for the 20|7SRFP included PPA bids from l0 projects proposed

by seven bidders totaling 1,629 MW . The majority of the projects (1,414 MW) are located in

Utah, with the remaining initial-shortlist bids located in Oregon (114 MW) and Washington

(100 MW). All of the bids on the 20175 RFP initial shortlist have proposed PPAs with

commercial operation dates ranging between November 2020 and January 2021-

approximately one year before the initial ramp down in investment-tax credits for solar

resources

The Solar RFP IE completed its review of the initial shortlist on January 29,2018.

Bidders submitted best-and-final pricing on February 1,2018. PacifiCorp plans to identify a

final shortlist by mid-March of 2018.

Using best-and-final pricing from initial-shortlist bids in the 20175 RFP, PacifiCorp

has analyzed how the potential selection of these bids would impact the economic analysis of

the final-shortlist bids from the 2017R RFP. PacifiCorp conducted two model runs-one

with solar PPA bids and the 2017R RFP final-shortlist pro.iects, and one with solar PPA bids

alone.
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Table 4 summarizes PVRR(d) results for the solar sensitivity where solar PPA bids

are assumed to be pursued without any investments in the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resource

and transmission project. This sensitivity was developed using SO model and PaR

simulations through 2036 for the medium natural gas, medium COz and the low natural gas,

zero CO2 price-policy scenarios. The results are shown alongside the benchmark study in

which the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources and transmission project were evaluated

without solar PPA bids.

Table 4: Solar Sensitivity with Solar PPAs Included in lieu of the 2017R RFP Final
Shortlist (Benefit)/Cost ($ million)

Sensitivity
PVRR(d)

Benchmark
PVRR(d)

Change in
PVRR(d)

Medium Gas, Medium CO2

SO Model ($3+:; ($4os) $61

PaR Stochastic Mean ($206) ($:::¡ s127

PaR Risk Adjusted (s216) ($:oz; $146

Low Gas, Zero CO2

SO Model ($1e6) ($1 8s) ($l l)

PaR Stochastic Mean ($ 1 23) ($ 1 26) $3

PaR Risk Adjusted ($ 1 30) ($ 1:z; s3

In this sensitivity, the SO model selects l,122MW of solar PPA bids in the low

natural gas, zero CO2 price-policy scenario and 1,419 MW of solar PPA bids in the medium

natural gas, medium CO2 price-policy scenario. All of the selected solar PPA bids are for

projects located in Utah.

In the medium natural gas, medium COz price-policy scenario, a portfolio with the

2017R RFP frnal-shortlist resources delivers greater customer benefits relative to a portfolio
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that adds solar PPA bids without these resources. Customer benefits are greater when the

resource portfolio includes the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources without solar PPA bids

by $146 million in the medium natural gas, medium COz price-policy scenario based on the

risk-adjusted PaR results. In the low natural gas, zero CO2 price-policy scenario, the

portfolio with the 20I7RRFP final-shortlist resources delivers slightly greater customer

benefits relative to a portfolio that adds solar PPA bids without these resources when

modeled in PaR, and slightly lower customer benefits when analyzed with the SO model. The

decrease in net benefits in the solar PPA portfolio is 53 million based on the risk-adjusted

PaR results.

When analyzed without the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources, the solar PPA bids

þroduce net customer benefits that are lower than the benefits expected from the 2017R RFP

final-shortlist resources and transmission project in the medium natural gas, medium COz

price-policy scenario. While the sensitivity with a portfolio containing solar PPAs without

the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources produces PVRR(d) results that are similar to the

PVRR(d) results with only the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources in the low natural-gas,

zero COz price-policy scenario, both portfolios deliver customer benefits. This sensitivity

does not support an alternative resource procurement strategy to pursue solar PPA bids in

lieu of the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources. This would leave the significant benefits

from the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources, which include building a much-needed

transmission line, on the table.

Table 5 summarizes PVRR(d) results for the solar sensitivity where solar PPA bids

are assumed to be pursued along with the proposed investments in the 2017R RFP final-

shortlist resources and transmission project. This sensitivity was developed using SO model
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and PaR simulations through 2036 for the medium natural gas, medium CO2 and the low

natural gas, zero CO2 price-policy scenarios. The results are shown alongside the benchmark

study in which the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources were evaluated without solar PPA

bids.

Table 5: Solar Sensitivity with Solar PPAs Included
With the 2017R RFP Final Shortlist (Benefit)/Cost ($ million)

Sensitivify
PVRR(d)

Benchmark
PVRR(d)

Change in
PVRR(d)

Medium Gas, Medium CO2

SO Model (s647) ($+os; (s242)

PaR Stochastic Mean ($4ss) ($:::¡ ($tzz¡

PaR Risk Adjusted ($47e) (s362) (s1 16)

Low Gas, Zero CO2

SO Model ($3 12) ($ 1 8s) ($127)

PaR Stochastic Mean ($1e7) ($126) ($7 t;

PaR Risk Adjusted ($2oo; ($ 1 32) ($7+¡

In this sensitivity, the SO model continues to choose the winning bids included in the

2017R RFP final shortlist as part of the least-cost bid portfolio. In addition to these wind-

resource selections, the SO model selects 1,042 MW of solar PPA bids in the low natural gas,

zero COz price-policy scenario and 1,419 MW of solar PPA bids in the medium natural gas,

medium COz price-policy scenario. Again, all of the selected solar PPA bids are for projects

located in Utah.

When the solar PPAs are assumed to be pursued in addition to the 2017R RFP final-

shortlist resources, total net customer benefits increase. This result is consistent with the

company's expectation expressed during the 2017R RFP approval process in Utah Docket No.

17-035-23 that cost-effective solar opportunities would not displace the proposed new wind
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and transmission project, but would only potentially add to incremental resource procurement

opportunities that might provide net customer benefits. Importantly, this sensitivity produces

net benefits that are greater than the net benefits from the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources

and transmission project without the solar PPAs. This confirms that near-term renewable

procurement is not a matter of whether PacifiCorp should pursue the 2017R RFP final-shortlist

resources or the solar PPAs, but whether the company should consider both opportunities. At

this time, it is clear that the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources provide significant net

benefits, and that these benefits are not eliminated if PacifiCorp were to also pursue solar PPA

bids through the 20175 RFP.

G. \ilind-Repowering Sensitivity

PacifìCorp conducted additional sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impacts of its

proposal to repower the company's wind facilities. This sensitivity was developed using SO

model and PaR simulations through 2036 for the medium natural gas, medium COz and the

low natural gas,zero COz price-policy scenarios. The results are shown alongside the

benchmark study in which the 2017R RFP final-shortlist projects were evaluated without

wind repowering. Table 6 summarizes the results of this analysis.
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Table 6: Wind-Repowering
Sensitivity (Benefit)/Cost ($ million)

Sensitivify
PVRR(d)

Benchmark
PVRR(d)

Change in
PVRR(d)

Medium Gas, Medium CO2

SO Model ($608) (s4os) ($204)

PaR Stochastic Mean ($s t z¡ ($3::; ($1 84)

PaR Risk Adjusted ($s43) ($:oz¡ ($tst¡

Low Gas, Zero CO2

SO Model ($3:+¡ ($18s) ($14e)

PaR Stochastic Mean ($2s7) (s126) ($13 1)

PaR Risk Adjusted (s271) ($132) ($ 1 38)

In the wind-repowering sensitivity, customer benefits increase significantly when the

wind-repowering project is implemented with the 2017R RFP final shortlist in both the

medium natural gas, medium COz and the low natural gas, zero COz price-policy scenarios.

These results demonstrate that customer benefits not only persist, but increase, if both the

wind-repowering project and the final shortlist projects are completed.

H. Turbine-Equipment Sensitivity

Technical discussions and preliminary modeling in the

interconnection-restudy process raised concerns that a synchronous condenser or other

electrical compensation equipment might be required at the Aeolus substation if the I
to address system

performance in a low stiffness-factor environment. Considering that

PacifiCorp
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produced this sensitivity to estimate the incremental amount of network upgrade costs that

would

Table 7 summarizes PVRR(d) results for the turbine-equipment sensitivity.

This sensitivity was developed using the SO model through 2036 for the medium natural-gas,

medium COz and the low natural-gas, zero COz price-policy scenarios. The results are shown

alongside the benchmark study including the 2017R RFP final-shortlist resources and

transmission project.

Table 7: Turbine-Equipment
Sensitivity (Benefit)/Cost ($ million)

Sensitivity
PVRR(d)

Benchmark
PVRR(d)

Change in
PVRR(d)

Medium Gas, Medium COz ($3s t; ($40s) s24

Low Gas, Zero COz ($143) ($ 1 8s) s42

Considering that the SO model uses levelized capital costs, the reduction in PVRR(d)

net benefits in this sensitivity would require at least in incremental

in-service transmission upgrade costs attributable to

r
PacifiCorp does not anticipate that incremental in-service transmission costs would

"*"".df should a synchronous condenser or other electrical compensation equipment

be required. Moreover,

Based on these findings

, PacifiCorp did not f
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I
IV. 2OI7R RFP COMPLIANCE WITH GUIDELINES

A. Review of Guidelines

On April 30,2014, the Commission issued revised competitive bidding requirements

for new supply-side resource acquisitions applicable to Oregon's investor-owned utilities.'zo

Each RFP must demonstrate that it can satisfy these Guidelines before receiving approval

and, after the RFP has taken place, must demonstrate compliance with the Guidelines in

order to receive acknowledgment of a final shortlist.2r Here, the 201 7R RFP fully complied

with each of the thirteen Guidelines, as explained below.

1. Guideline I

Guideline I requires PacifiCorp to issue an RFP for all major resource acquisitions

identified in its IRP.22 The 2017R RFP was issued to address the major wind resource

additions reflected inthe2017IRP. PacifiCorp's issuance of the 2017R RFP for its

prospective wind resource additions satisfìed Guideline l.

2. Guideline 2

Guideline 2 allows the Commission to modify the requirements of the Guidelines

when there is a "time-limited resource opportunity of unique value to customers," among

other reasons.23 This Guideline is inapplicable because no modifications were adopted for

the 2017R RFP.

20 Order No. 14-149.
2t Id., Appendix A at 2 (requiring Commission approval of an RFP); see also id. at 5 (requiring the utility to
request that the Commission acknowledge a shortlist after completion of an RFP).
22 Id., Appendix A at I (Guideline l).
23 Id., Appendix A at I (Guideline 2).
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3. Guideline 3

Guideline 3 requires utilities to blind all RFP bids if it chooses to submit affiliate

bids.2a This Guideline is inapplicable because there were no affiliate bids in the 2017R RFP.

4. Guideline 4

Guideline 4 allows utilities to include self-build and ownership-transfer options in an

RFP, to provide a potential cost-effective alternative for customers; a utility may also

consider ownership transfers within an RFP solicitation. In the 2017R RFP, PacifiCorp

submitted four self-build ownership bids and accepted bids structured as BTAs and PPAs.

PacifiCorp worked closely with the IE to ensure that all bids were scored fairly regardless of

build and ownership structures, while identifying the least-cost, least-risk options for

customers.

5. Guideline 5

Guideline 5 requires the use of an IE to "help ensure that all offers are treated fairly,"

and that the IE be both independent and competent.25 Here, the Commission appointed Bates

White, LLC, to serve as the IE.26 As Staff noted when the Commission approved the IE, the

chosen IE is independent of PacifiCorp and of the bidders, and has significant experience as

an IE for state public utility commissions, including previously monitoring PacifiCorp's 2008

R-l Renewables RFP and2012 Baseload RFP on behalf of the Commission.2T

Over the course of the 20L7RRFP, the IE worked closely with PacifiCorp to ensure

that the solicitation process was both transparent and fair. In advance of issuing the RFP, the

2a Id., Appendix A at2 (Guideline 3).
2s Id., Appendix A at2 (Guideline 5).
26 Order No. 17-279 at 1 (adopting Staff s recommendation to select Bates White, LLC to serve as lE); see also
ld., Appendix A at I (recommending approval of Bates White, LLC).
27 Id., Appendix A at 5.
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IE provided detailed feedback to expand the reach of the solicitation, and to effectively

balance benchmark and market bids.28 During the solicitation, the IE independently

monitored all bids and bid scoring procedures, evaluated PacifiCorp's initial shortlist, and

proposed additional sensitivity analysis, detailed above. The IE also performed a

comprehensive evaluation of the RFP in its Final Report.

6. Guideline 6

Guideline 6 requires that PacifiCorp prepare a draft RFP and provide it to all parties

and interested persons in the company's most recent general rate case, RFP, and IRP dockets.

Consistent with Guideline 6, PacifiCorp submitted its final draft RFP to the Commission for

approval, along with standard form contracts on August 4,2017 . This filing was also

provided to parties and interested persons in PacifiCorp's most recent general rate case, RFP,

and IRP dockets. PacifiCorp also conveyed the initial application in this docket to each of

the required parties on June 1,2017 . Although PacifiCorp provided standard form contracts,

PacifiCorp also encouraged bidders to provide comments on these standard contracts and

recognizes that mutually agreeable final contract terms are ultimately subject to negotiation.

Guideline 6 further requires utilities to conduct bidder and stakeholder workshops on

the draft RFP. PacifiCorp held a bidder and stakeholder workshop on Augu st 2, 2017 , and

solicited feedback on the 2017R RFP design process.

Guideline 6 also mandates that the draft RFP set forth any minimum bidder

requirements for credit and capability, along with bid evaluation and scoring criteria, and

28 Initial suggestions included removing the requirement for bidders to 100 percent qualify for PTCs, allowing a
slightly longer timeline for submitting notices of intent to bid, and allowing additional time for bidders to
complete a system impact study. Each of these were incorporated into the 2017R RFP.
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allows utilities to set a minimum resource size. The 2017R RFP set forth certain minimum

bidder requirements, including:

o Minimum project size of 20 MW

o Must achieve a commercial operation date of no later than December 31,2020

o Must interconnect with or deliver to PacifiCorp's Wyoming transmission system

¡ Provide bidder credit information before bid submittal(s)

Consistent with Guideline 6, PacifiCorp consulted with the IE in preparing the draft

RFP, and the IE submitted its corresponding assessment on August 10,2017 .

7. Guideline 7

Guideline 7 states that the Commission's review of a proposed RFP o'should focus on

(l) the alignment of the utility's RFP with its acknowledged IRP; (2) whether the RFP

satisfies the Commission's competitive bidding guidelines; and (3) the overall fairness of the

utility's proposed bidding process."2e As required by Guideline 7 , the Commission reviewed

and approved the 2017R RFP on September 27,2017,subject to the condition that the

Commission acknowledge the 2017 IRP as well.30 On December 11,2017, the Commission

voted to acknowledge the 2017 IRP (although a formal order is still pending).

8. Guideline 8

Consistent with Guideline 8, PacifiCorp submitted a detailed score for its benchmark

bids to the Commission and IE before opening market bids. PacifiCorp also provided the

benchmark bids' supporting cost information, including transmission affangements and all

other information necessary to score the benchmark bids. The IE reviewed the

reasonableness of the scores for the benchmark bids. The benchmark bids score was

2e Order No. 74-149, Appendix A at 2 (Guideline 7).
30 See Order 17-345 (as amended by Order No. l7-367).
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assigned using the same bid scoring and evaluation criteria that was used to score market

bids.

Guideline 8 also provides that, during the RFP process and with IE input, the utility

may provide bidder updates where appropriate, and may also update the costs and score for

the benchmark bids. In November 2017, after the IEs had completed their review of the

initial shortlist, bidders were provided with an opportunity to update pricing. Again on

December 18,2017, PacifiCorp notified bidders that updated best-and-final pricing must be

provided to reflect the revised federal tax provisions.

9. Guideline 9

Guideline 9 provides that initial-shortlist bids be based on both price and non-price

factors, and provide resource diversity. The non-price score "should be based on resource

characteristics identified in the utility's acknowledged IRP Action Plan . . . and conformance

to the standard form contracts attached to the RFP."3r Final-shortlist bids are then to be

based, at least in patt, on the candidate resources' overall system costs and risks, and the IE

must have full access to the production cost and risk models.

The 2017R RFP final shortlist was identified using both price and non-price scoring.

Non-price scoring involved three weighted factors: (l) conformity to RFP requirements, (2)

project deliverability, and (3) transmission progression.32 First, to assess conformity to RFP

requirements, PacifiCorp evaluated whether bids provided complete and accurate

information, were in compliance with technical specifications, and the extent of previous

development-and-construction experience related to wind projects. Second, to assess project

deliverability, PacifiCorp considered each project's ability to achieve a December 37,2020,

3r Order No. 14-149, Appendix A at 3 (Guideline 9).
32 2}ITRP.FP at21-22.
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commercial operation date, progress in collecting avian data, and permitting timelines.

Third, to assess transmission progression, PacifiCorp evaluated each project's ability to

deliver service, either directly or by securing third party transmission service, by December

31,2020.

This non-price scoring was consistent with PacifiCorp's 2017 IRP Action Plan. The

Action Plan planned for the addition of at least I,100 MW of new wind resources achieving

commercial operation by December 31,2020, and in conjunction with Wyoming

transmission infrastructure upgrades to be implemented on the same timeline. By evaluating

each bid's capability of providing wind resources to PacifiCorp's transmission system by the

end of 2020, the company's non-price factors are clearly consistent with the 2017 IRP Action

Plan.

PacifiCorp's non-price scoring also conformed to the draft contracts, which included

minimum requirements such as minimum project size, final commercial operation date

deadline, and bidder-credit information. PacifiCorp, however, also allowed comments on the

standard form contract as well as redlining the standard form contract in order to provide

greater flexibility.

PacifiCorp's price scoring was also consistent with the 20l7IRP analysis because it

used the same economic models and methodology to evaluate the system impact and costs

associated with each bid, as described above.

Consistent with Guideline 9, the IE had full access to PacifiCorp's non-price scoring,

and to production cost and risk models.
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10. Guideline 10

Guideline l0 prescribes the role of the utility and the IE in the RFP process. In

accordance with this Guideline, PacifiCorp conducted the RFP process, scored the bids,

selected the initial and final shortlists, and is cunently undertaking negotiations with bidders.

Because PacifiCorp submiffed benchmark bids into the RFP, the IE independently

scored the benchmark bids and a sample of the bids to determine whether the selection for

the initial and final shortlists was reasonable. The IE also evaluated the unique risks and

advantages associated with the benchmark bids, including an evaluation of the following

issues set forth in Guideline 10(d): construction cost over-runs (considering contractual

guaranteeso cost and prudence ofguarantees, remaining exposure to ratepayers for cost over-

runs, and potential benefits ofcost under-runs); reasonableness offorced outage rates; end-

effect values; environmental emissions costs; reasonableness of operation and maintenance

costs; adequacy of capital additions costs; reasonableness of performance assumptions for

output, heat rate, and power curve; and specificity of construction schedules or risk of

construction delays.

Consistent with Guideline l0(e), PacifiCorp and the IE compared the results of their

respective scoring and evaluation of competing bids and benchmark bids.

Because this is a wind RFP, PacifiCorp also allowed independent-power producers to

submit bids with and without an option to renewo as allowed by Guideline l0(f). PacifiCorp

also retained an independent third-party expert, Sapere Consulting, to evaluate the capacity

factors proposed for each bid selected to the initial shortlist.

11. Guideline 11

As required by Guideline I l, the IE prepared a Final Report for the Commission,

which has been concurrently filed.
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12. Guideline 12

As required by Guideline 12,PaciftCorp will make available to Staff and non-bidding

parties the bidding information (including the company's cost support for its benchmark

bids) and detailed bid scoring and evaluation results, subject to protective orders limiting the

use of the information to acknowledgment of the final shortlist and to cost-recovery

proceedings.33

13. Guideline 13

Guideline 13 requires utilities to request acknowledgement of an RFP final shortlist,

and to explain how the final shortlist is consistent with the utility's most recently

acknowledged IRP Action Plan. Acknowledgement does not "provide a guarantee of

favorable ratemaking treatment,"3a and the Commission'odoes not become directly involved

in bid evaluation and selection."35 Rather, acknowledgement is a determination that a final

shortlist "seems reasonable, based on the information provided to the Commission atthat

time."36

PacifiCorp here seeks acknowledgement of the 2017R RFP final shortlist, which is

consistent with the company's 2017 IRP Action Plan. The 2017 IRP Action Plan provided

for the development of "at least 1,100 MW of Wyoming wind resources that will qualify for

federal wind PTCs and achieve commercial operation by December 31,2020,"" and the

development of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line, also to be completed by

December 31,2020. The 2017R RFP final shortlist includes l,3l I MW of Wyoming wind

33 See supra n.8.
3a In the Matter of the Pub. Lltil. Comm'n of Or., Investigation Regarding Competitive Bidding, Docket No. UM
1 182, Ordei No. 06-446 at l5 (Apr. 30,2014).
35 Order No. l4-358, Appendix A at 16.
36 Order No. 14-358, Appendix A at 16.
37 PacifiCorp's 2017IRP at265,Table 9.1(1b).
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resources that will qualify for federal PTCs and that will come online by the end of 2020.

Moreover, all of the final-shortlist projects have demonstrated site control, have reasonable

permitting timelines, and have collected initial avian data sufficient to support the projects'

development timetables. The final shortlist is thus consistent with the 2017 IRP Action Plan.

PacifiCorp requests that the Commission acknowledge the shortlist within 60 days, or

by March 27,2018, as provided for in Guideline 13.

B. Overall Fairness of the Proposed Bidding Process.

Staffhas previously noted that the "use ofan IE, the transparency ofthe process, and

the inclusion of stakeholders . . . all indicate" the faimess of a bidding process.38 In order to

provide for a transparent and fair process, the 2017R RFP was overseen by two IEs-one on

behalf of the Commission and the other on behalf of the Utah Commission. These IEs were

closely involved in the RFP process, both in its development, by suggesting revisions to the

draft solicitation, and during receipt and review of bids, wherein both IEs independently

scored the initial shortlists and suggested additional analysis where deemed necessary.

PacifiCorp also maintained open communication with bidders as appropriate-particularly

when novel circumstances, such as the recent federal tax laq required updated analysis.

Taken together with the approvals provided by the Commission throughout the processo these

efforts demonstrate that the 2017R RFP was conducted both transparently and fairly.

C. Disqualification of Caithness Beaver Creek, LLC's (Caithness) Bid

Caithness submitted a bid that included wind generation with on-site battery storage

options. PacifiCorp determined the Caithness bid was non-conforming under the eligibility

38 In the Matler of P ortland General Electric Co. Petition for Partiøl ll'aiver of Competitive Bidding Guidelines
and Approval of Request for Proposals (RFP) Schedule, Docket No . UM 1773, Order No. 16-280, Appendix A
at l1 (July 29,2016).
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requirements in the RFP. Caithness has since objected to the exclusion of its bid.3'q

Caithness asks the Commission to modify the 2017R RFP's eligibility requirements to allow

for consideration of combined wind/storage bids. The Commission subsequently asked

PacifiCorp "to provide more information on the Caithness Beaver Creek bids" to allow the

Commission "to fully consider the issues raised."a0

As PacifiCorp has stated, the Caithness bid was non-conforming because it was not

solely a wind generation resource, it was a wind generation resource with battery storage.

The IE and PacifiCorp have maintained that only bids for new wind or repowered wind are

conforming to the 2017R RFP. The Caithness bid was not the only bid that was deemed to

be non-conforming due to its failure to limit the bid offering to wind generation only.

PacifiCorp discussed these requirements at the bidders' conferences on August 2,2017, and

October 2,2017 . The fact that this resource was non-conforming was made clear to

Caithness during a phone conversation on December 2,2017 .

Caithness attempts to state that their bid conformed to the RFP.41 However, their

pleadings only serve to highlight that their bid was non-conforming. Caithness states in their

filings that their proposals "would not allow PacifiCorp to dispatch the wind facility" and

their "wind facility output would be provided during peak hours."o' In each of their bid

proposals they state that a different entity other than bidder would be delivering a shaped

3e Caithness Beaver Creek, LLC's Reply to Stafls Response to ALJ's Ruling, in Support of Request to Modify
Conditions in Order 17-345 Re. Conditional Approval of PacifiCorp's 2017R Request for Proposals (Jan. 8,

20r 8).
ao In the Matter of PacifiCorp dba Pacific Power, Requestfor Proposals of an Independent Evaluafor Ío
Oversee the Requestfor Proposal Process, DocketNo. UM 1845, OrderNo. 18-026 at2(Jan.26,2018).
ar Caithness Beaver Creek, LLC's Reply to Stafls Response to ALJ's Ruling, in Support of Request to Modify
Conditions in Order l7-345 Re. Conditional Approval of PacifiCorp's 2017R Request for Proposals (Jan. 8,

20 1 8).
42 Id.
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"product," not project output, on the following day during peak hours. These statements

further reinforce why this type of resource is inappropriate. It is not a dispatchable wind

resource under the eligible resource types.a3 Caithness is attempting to circumvent the RFP

process, even though it has been repeatedly made clear to them that their bid is non-

conforming. Additionally, PacifiCorp has concerns regarding their transmission

affangements with other parties, that Caithness would not be the owner of power ultimately

delivered to PacifiCorp, and the overall competitiveness of Caithness's bid pricing.

Therefore, the Commission should support PacifìCorp's and the IE's findings and deny

Caithness's motion.

V. CONCLUSION

The results of the 2017R RFP confirmed that the final shortlist projects are the least-

cost, least-risk resources to implement the 2017 IRP Action Plan. The 20|7RRFP was well

received by the market and resulted in robust competition among bidders. The results of the

2017R RFP allowed PacifiCorp to obtain greater generating capacity for lower overall wind

project capital costs. The final shortlist projects show net customer benefits under all

scenarios through 2036 and in seven of nine scenarios through 2050. PacifiCorp's updated

sensitivities further demonstrate that the final-shortlist projects are not displaced by solar

resources that bid into the 20175 RFP, and that they remain economic when combined with

repowering.

43 2017R RFP at 20 ("PacifiCorp is seeking new wind energy resources or repowered existing wind resources
capable of directly interconnecting and/or delivering energy to PacifiCorp's PACE and PACW network
transmission system by December 31,2020."),
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Commission acknowledgement of the 2017RRFP final shortlist will enable

PacifiCorp to effectively negotiate with final-shortlist bidders for the lowest price and

acceptable terms to maximize customer benefits.

For the reasons stated above, PacifiCorp respectfully requests that the Commission

acknowledge its final shortlist of bidders to the 2017R RFP.

Respectfully submitted this 16th day of February,2018.

Adam
McDowell PC

Attorneys for PacifiCorp
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that I served a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp's Request for
Acknowledgment of Final Shortlist of Bidders in 2017R Request for Proposals on the parties
listed below via electronic mail andlor US mail delivery in compliance with OAR 860-001-0180

Service List
uM 1845

CAITHNESS BEAVER CREEK, LLC
ROSS AIN
CAITHNESS BEAVER CREEK, LLC
565 sTH AVE 29TH FL
NEW YORK NY 10017
rain@caith nessenerqv. com

DERREL GRANT
CAITHNESS BEAVER CREEK, LLC
565 5TH AVE 29TH FL
NEW YORK NY 10017
dg rant@caith nessenerqv. com

GAIL CONBOY
CAITHNESS BEAVER CREEK, LLC
565 sTH AVE 29TH FL
NEW YORK NY 10017
qcon bov@caith nessenerqv. com

AVANGRID RENEWABLES
KEVIN LYNCH
ADVANGRID RENEWABLES, LLC
1 125 NW COUCH ST STE 7OO

PORTLAND OR 97209
kevin. lvnch@avangrid. com

TOAN NGUYEN
AVANGRID RENEWABLES, LLC
1125 NW COUCH STE 7OO

PORTLAND OR 97209
toan. nq uven @ iberd rolaren. com

ICNU UM 1845
TYLER C PEPPLE (C)
DAVISON VAN CLEVE
333 SW TAYLOR ST., SUITE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97204
tcp@dvclaw.com

BRADLEY MULLTNS (C)
MOUNTAIN WEST ANALYTICS
333 SW TAYLOR STE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97204
b rm u I I i ns@ mwana lytics. com

R|LEY G PECK (C)
DAVISON VAN CLEVE, PC
333 SW TAYLOR, STE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97204
rqp@dvclaw.com
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NIPPC UM 1845
GREGORY M. ADAMS (C)
RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC
PO BOX 7218
BOISE tD 83702
q reg@ richardsonadams. com

ROBERT D KAHN
NORTHWEST & INTERMOUTAIN POWER
PRODUCERS COALITION
PO BOX 504
MERCER ISLAND WA 98040
rkahn@nippc.orq

rRroN A SANGER (C)
SANGER LAW PC
1117 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND OR 97215
irion@sanqer-law.com

PACIFICORP UM 1845
PACIFICORP, DBA PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2OOO

PORTLAND OR 97232
oreqondockets@pacificorp. com

ERrN APPERSON (C)
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH STE 8OO

PORTLAND OR 97232
erin. apperson@pacificorp.com

OREGON CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97205
dockets@oregoncub. orq

MTCHAEL GOETZ (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY STE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97205
mike@oregoncub.orq

ROBERT JENKS (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO

PORTLAND OR 97205
bob@oregoncub.org

RENEWABLE NW UM 1845
MICHAEL O'BRIEN
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVENUE #975
PORTLAND OR 97204
m ichael@renewablenw. org

SILVIA TANNER
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVE, STE 975
PORTLAND OR 97204
si lvia@ renewab lenw. org
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STAFF UM 1845
JOHANNA RTEMENSCHNETDER (C)
PUC STAFF - DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
BUSI NESS ACTIVITI ES SECTION
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM OR 97301-4796
iohanna. riemenschneider@doi.state.or. us

LrsA GORSUCH (C)
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON
PO BOX 1088
SALEM OR 97308
qeoffrev. ih le@state. or. us
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COALTION LC 67
NANCY ESTEB
PO BOX 490
CARLSBORG, WA 98324
esteb44@centurylin k. net

JOHN LOWE
RENEWABLE ENERGY COALITION
12050 SW TREMONT ST
PORTLAND, OR 97 225-5430
i ravenesanmarcos@yahoo. com

rRroN A SANGER (C)
SANGER LAW PC
1 1 17 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND OR 97215
irion@sanger-law.com

tcNU LC 67
TYLER C PEPPLE (C)
DAVISON VAN CLEVE
333 SW TAYLOR ST., SUITE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97204
tcp@dvclaw.com

BRADLEY MULLTNS (C)
MOUNTAI N WEST ANALYTICS
333 SW TAYLOR STE 4OO

PORTLAND, OR 97204
brmullins@mwanalvtics. com

PATRTCK J OSH|E (C)
DAVISON VAN CLEVE PC
507 BALLARD RD.
ZILLAH, WA 98953
pio@dvclaw.com

NATIONAL GRID
NATHAN SANDVIG
NATIONAL GRID USA
205 SE SPOKANE ST, STE 3OO
PORTLAND, OR97202
nathan. sandviq @nati ona Is rid. com

JACK STODDARD
MORGAN LEWIS & BOCKIUS
ONE MARKET
SPEAR STREET TOWER
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
f i ackso n. stodda rd @ m oro a n lewis. co m

NIPPC LC 67
ROBERT D KAHN
NORTHWEST & INTERMOUTAIN POWER
PRODUCERS COALITION
PO BOX 504
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
rkahn@nippc.oro

STEVE KNUDSEN
NIPPC
2015 SE SALMON ST
PORTLAND OR 97214
sknudsen nrppc.orq

Service List
LC 67

STDNEY VTLLANUEVA (C)
SANGER LAW, PC
1 1 17 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97215
sidnev@sanger-law. com
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NW ENERGY GOALITION
WENDY GERLTTZ (C)
NW ENERGY COALITION
1205 SE FLAVEL
PORTLAND, OR 97202
wendv(Onwenergv.orq

FRED HEUTTE (C)
NW ENERGY COALITION
PO BOX 40308
PORTLAN D, OR 97 240-0308
fred@nwenerov.org

oDoE LC 67
D|ANE BROAD (C)
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
625 MARION ST NE
SALEM OR 97301-3737
diane. broad@state. or. us

JESSE D. RATCLTFFE (C)
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301-4096
iesse. d. ratcliffe@doj. state. or. us

WENDY STMONS (C)
OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
625 MARION ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301
wendv. simons@oreqon. qov

OREGON CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
dockets@oreqoncu b. orq

MTCHAEL GOETZ (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
mike@oregoncub.org

ROBERT JENKS (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
bob@oregoncub.org

PACIFICORP LC 67
PACIFICORP, DBA PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2OOO

PORTLAND, OR 97232
oregondockets@pacificorp. com

ERrN APPERSON (C)
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH STE 18OO
PORTLAND, OR 97232
erin. apperson@pacificorp. com

ETTA LOCKEY
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST., STE 2OOO

PORTLAND, OR 97232
etta. lockev@pacificorp. com
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PGE LC 67
FRANCO ALBI
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SWSALMON ST, 1WTCO7O2
PORTLAND, OR 97204
franco.albi@pqn.com

PATRICK G HAGER
PORÏLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTCO3O6
PORTLAND, OR 97204
pse.opuc.filinos@pqn.com
patrick. haqer@pgn. com

V. DENISE SAUNDERS
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
I2I SW SALMON ST 1WTC13O1
PORTLAND, OR 97204
denise. saunders@pq n. com

RENEWABLE NW LG 67
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVE., STE. 1125
PORTLAND, OR97204
dockets@renewablenw. orq

MICHAEL O'BR|EN (C)
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW6THAVENUE#975
PORTLAND, OR 97204
m ichael@renewablenw. orq

SILVIA TANNER
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST
421 SW 6TH AVE, STE 975
PORÏLAND, OR97204
silvia@renewablenw. orq

ROBERT J. PROCTER
BOB PROCTER
PROCTOR ECONOMICS
proctereconom ics@q m ai l. com

SIERRA CLUB
AMY HOJNOWSKI
SENIOR CAMPAIGN REPRESENTATIVE
SIERRA CLUB
(503) 347-3752
a my. hoi nowski @sie rracl u b. org

GLORTA D SM|TH (C)
SIERRA CLUB LAW PROGRAM
2101 WEBSTER ST STE 13OO
OAKLAND, CA94612
gloria. sm ith@sierraclub. org

ANA BOYD (C)
SIERRA CLUB
2101 WEBSTER ST STE 13OO
OAKLAND, CA94612
ana. boyd@sierraclub. orq

STAFF LC 67
LrsA GORSUCH (C)
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON
PO BOX 1088
SALEM OR 97308-1088
I isa. oorsuch(ôstate. or. us

GEOFFREY rHLE (C)
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON
PO BOX 1088
SALEM, OR 97308
geoffrev. i hle@state. or. us
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SoMMER MOSER (C)
PUC STAFF. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301
sommer state.or.us
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GREGORY M. ADAMS (C)
RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC
PO BOX 7218
BO|SE, tD 83702
oreq@richardsonadams. com

PATRICK G HAGER
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTCO3O6
PORTLAND, OR97204
poe. opuc.filinqs@pqn.com ;

patrick.has er(Ooon.com

ROBERT JENKS (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
bob@oreooncub.oro

JASON W JONES (C)
PUC STAFF--DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES SECTION
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301-4096
iason.w.jones@state. or. us

ROBERT D KAHN
NORTHWEST & INTERMOUTAIN
POWER PRODUCERS COALITION
PO BOX 504
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
rkahn@nippc.org

JIMMY LINDSAY
RENEWABLE NORTHWEST PROJ ECT
421 SW6THAVE #1125
PORTLAN D, OR 97 204-1 629
iimmv@rnp.orq

DARRINGTON OUTAMA
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST, 3WTCO3O6
PORTLAND, OR97204
darrington. outama@po n. com

PETER J RTCHARDSON (C)
RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC
PO BOX 7218
BO|SE, tD 83707
peter@richardsonadams. com

rRroN A SANGER (C)
SANGER LAW PC
1 1 17 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97215
irion@sanqer-law.com

V. DENISE SAUNDERS
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST 1WTC13O1
PORTLAND, OR97204
denise.saunders@pgn. com

DONALD W SCHOENBECK (C)
REGU LATORY & COGENERATION
SERVICES INC
9OO WASHINGTON ST STE 780
VANCOUVER, WA 98660-3455
dws@r-c-s-inc.com

JOHN W STEPHENS
ESLER STEPHENS & BUCKLEY
121 SW MORRISON ST STE 7OO

PORTLAND, OR 97204-31 83
steohens(ôesle rstephens.com:
mec@eslerstephens. com
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MARY WIENCKE
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 18OO
PORTLAND, OR 97 232-21 49
m a rv.wiencke@pacificorp. com

PACIFICORP, DBA PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2OOO

PORTLAND, OR 97232
oregondockets(@ pac¡ficorp. com
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OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
dockets@oreqoncub. org

GREGORY M. ADAMS
RICHARDSON ADAMS, PLLC
PO BOX 7218
BO|SE, tD 83702
oreq @richardsonadams. com

GREG BASS
NOBLE AMERICAS ENERGY
SOLUTIONS, LLC
401 WEST A ST., STE. 5OO

SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
q bass@noblesolutions. com

KURT J BOEHM
BOEHM KURTZ & LOWRY
36 E SEVENTH ST- STE 1510
ctNctNNATt, oH 45202
kboehm@bkllawfi rm. com

STEVE W CHRTSS (C)
WAL-MART STORES, INC.
2OO1 SE lOTH ST
BENTONVI LLE, AR 727 16-0550
stephen. chriss@wal-mart. com

MARTANNE GARDNER (C)
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON
PO BOX 1088
SALEM, OR 97308-1088
marianne.oardn er@state.or.us

KEVIN HIGGINS
ENERGY STRATEGIES LLC
215 STATE ST - STE 2OO

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111-2322
kh igo ins@energystrat. com

ROBERT JENKS (C)
OREGON CITIZENS' UTILITY BOARD
610 SW BROADWAY, STE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
bob(Ooreooncub.org

SARAH E KAMMAN (C)
PACIFIC POWER
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST STE 18OO
PORTLAND, OR97232
sarah. kam man@pacificorp. com

JODY KYLER COHN
BOEHM, KURTZ & LOWRY
36 E SEVENTH ST STE 1510
ctNctNNATt, oH 45202
ikvler@bkl lawfirm. com

KATHERTNE A MCDOWELL (C)
MCDOWELL RACKNER & GIBSON PC
419 SW 11TH AVE., SUITE 4OO
PORTLAND, OR 97205
katherine(@mcd-law. com

SAMUEL L ROBERTS (C)
HUTCHINSON COX COONS ORR &
SHERLOCK
777 HIGH ST STE 2OO

PO BOX 10886
EUGENE, OR 97440
sroberts@euqenelaw. com
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TRACY RUTTEN
LEAGUE OF OREGON CITIES
1201 COURT STREET NE
SUITE 2OO
SALEM, OR 97301
trutten@orcities.orq

rRroN A SANGER (C)
SANGER LAW PC
I 1 17 SE 53RD AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97215
irion@sanger-law.com

DONALD W SCHOENBECK (C)
REGULATORY & COGEN ERATION
SERVICES INC
9OO WASHINGTON ST STE 780
VANCOUVER, WA 98660-3455
dws@r-c-s-inc.com

NONA SOLTERO
FRED MEYER STORES/KROGER
38OO SE 22ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR97202
no n a. so ltero@fred m ever. com

DOUGLAS C TINGEY
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON 1WTC13O1
PORTLAND, OR 97204
douo.tinqev@pon.com

JAY TINKER
PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
121 SW SALMON ST IWTC-0306
PORTLAND, OR97204
pqe.opuc.filings@pgn.com

MTCHAEL T WETRTCH (C)
PUC STAFF--DEPARTM ENT OF
JUSTICE
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES SECTION
1162 COURT ST NE
SALEM OR 97301-4096
m ichael.weirich@state. or. us

Dated February 16,2018

Tilt
Legal Assistant
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